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ABSTRACT 

Schema theory has served as a useful guide for memory researchers. 

This study represents an attempt to extend schema theory by examining the 

relationship between a specific behavior and the corresponding scripted 

representation of that behavior. A one time behavioral observation of 

participants' seat-belt usage was compared with the content of participants' 

'operating an automobile' script, which had been assessed with two tasks (a 

generation task and a rating task). A relationship was found between actual 

behavior (seat-belt usage) and the cognitive representation of behavior (script) 

in that seat-belt users gave a significantly higher frequency rating for the 

action 'lock seat-belt' than non-users. \Vhile not statistically significant there 

was trend for seat-belt users to generate the action lock eat-belt more than 

non-users. It was also found that actions which are not central to a script 

have a lower probability of being generated regardle of their frequency 

rating. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In a review of the literature on schema theory, one will certainly find 

reference to the work done by Sir Frederick Bartlett (1932). He was interested 

in how participants' memory for natural language material would be 

influenced by their prior knowledge. One stimulus Bartlett used frequently 

was a story called "The War of the Ghosts" (p.65). This story is a North 

American Indian folk tale. It makes perfect sense to the people from whom it 

was taken. However, Bartlett was interested in finding out how English 

people, having different cultural stereotypes, would remember the story. He 

predicted that they would distort the meaning of the story to fit their cultural 

stereotypes. The results confirmed his prediction. For example, the follmving 

is a sentence taken from the original story: " 'ArrO\-\' are in the canoe' they 

said" (p.65). Now compare the original ent nee with one recalled b one of 

Barllett' s subjects:" 'The arrows are in the boat' , wa - the repl, "(p.65). The 

majority of participants distorted the sentence in thi wav . Th word "canoe" 

did not fit well within the cultural chema of the Engli h participant , and so 

it was changed to the word "boat" in order to fit in with their cultural schema. 

In his analysis of participant ' respon e , he found the idea of a schema 

useful in describing his results. From hi work, Bartlett defined a schema as 

follows: 

Schema refers to an active organization of past 

reactions, or of past experiences, which must 

always be supposed to be operating in any well-

. 1~e All incoming adapted orgamc respor :, .. . 

. . kind or mode, go together to 
impulses of a certam ' 



build up an act· . 
ive, orgarnzed setting ... They have to 
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be regarded as c t"t . · ons 1 uents of living, momentary 

settings belonging to the organism, or to what ever 

parts of the organism are concerned in making a 

response of a given kind, and not as a nw11ber of 

individual events somehow strung together and 

stored within the organism (p.20l) . 

Humans gain experience of the world through the senses. A 

schema, according to Bartlett, can be understood theoretically as 

cognitive structure which influences mental processes. A schema is 

the term used to describe the structure that is a re ult of the brain 

organizing an endless supply of experience into u ef ul, pro to typical 

representations. 

Research on schema theory ha follm, ed the lead of Bartlett. For 

example, researchers have fo und evidence upporting the notion of cultural 

schemas (Harris, Lee, Hensley, & Scho n, 198 ; Harri , Sardarpoor, & Meyer, 

1989; Reynolds, Taylor, Steffensen, Shirl , & And r on, 1982), object sd\ema 

(French & Richards, 1993; Kikw10, 1991; Rubin & Konti , 1983), place sm emas 

(Brev,1er & Treyens, 1981) and event schema - ( orson, 1990; Galambos, 1983; 

Hudson, Fivush, Kuebli, 1992; Hue & Erick on, 1991; akarn ura, Grasser, 

Zimmerman & Riha, 1985). 

A cultural schema can be defined as the general knowledge that a 

person gains from living witlun a certain culture. For example, there is a 

American culture which is different than a European culture. Americans and 

E diff 
· tl y t11e1, dress eat and talk. The cultural experiences uropeans er m 1e wa , , 

f tl ill b mposed of different behaviors and so the resulting 
o 1e two groups w e co 



cultural schemas will also differ betwee tl tw n 1e o groups. 
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The study by Reynolds et al. (1982) supports the notion of a cultural 

schema. In their study, two groups of students (white and black) read a 

passage. A target incident was embedded within the passage. TI1e target 

incident, which is called "sounding", is common among black, inner-city 

children. Som1ding is a type of game where children verbally try to best 

someone in trading insults, with the winner gaining the approval of his or 

her peers. After reading the passage, a recall test was given to the students. 

White children were found to recall the incident erroneously as a fight, 

whereas the black children correctly recalled the incidence as verbal play. TI1e 

black children's cultural schema included the game "sounding", and so they 

were able to retrieve this explanation from memory. The white children's 

cultural schema did not include the game "sounding", and so they retrieved 

the closest match they had in memory to the incident they read, which was a 

fight. 

There has also been research v:hich has provided empirical evidence 

for the psychological reality of a type of schema referred to as an object 

schema. An object schema is comprised of all the features that define any 

given object. The (1991) study by Kikuno serves as a good illustration of an 

object schema. The object schema under investigation in his study was that 

f J 
· He had 50 Japanese women draw two types of Japanese or apanese coms. 

. (l d 
10 111

. s) from memory He found that memory for Japanese 
corns an -yen co · 

. 
11 

d articipants recalled more distinctive features 
coms was poor over-a an P 

H 1 ded that the coin schema consists of more 
than common features. e cone u 

distinctive features than common ones. 

Brewer and Treyens (19
Sl) examined the concept of a place schema. 
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Their experiment allowed for an ecologically valid test of how a person's 

memory of a place may be affected by schema saliency and expectancy. TI1e 

setting for this experiment was a room located in a psychology building that 

was designed to look like an office of a graduate student. Objects were placed 

throughout the room that were either consistent with the office schema 

(desk, chairs, typewriter) or inconsistent (a skull, bulletin board). Some 

objects normally found in an office were completely omitted (no books on the 

bookshelf). Participants were brought into the experimental room and asked 

to wait, while the experimenter proceeded to make sure that the prior 

participant had finished. The experimenter waited for 35 seconds before 

reentering the experimental room and collecting the participant. At this time 

they entered a different room, and the experimenter explained to the 

participant that the true purpose of the experiment wa for the participant to 

recall objects from the experimental room . The participant was then 

administered a memory test. 

The results of the wri tten recall te t indicated that a total of 88 different 

objects had been recalled by one or n10re of the participant . Of the e, 19 \·\'ere 

objects that were not present in the experimental room but normally might 

be found in an office (referred to as inferred objects). Each participant on 

average recalled 1.13 inferred objects. A total of 29 participants recalled that 

. d k d cl • Only eight subi·ects recalled that the office the office had a es an 1aus. 

ull . b d Tlle data reported here coincides with the idea had a skull or a b etm oar • . 

. . . t . ted ,,vith prior knowledge. that episodic infom1ation 1s m egra 
TI1e authors 

. r h d by our schema for rooms and go 
explain that this integration is accomp is e . , 

l based infom1ation on subiects recall 
on to say that "T11e power of the sc 1ema-

. t dr ws in a window or a set of shelves 
of the room is evident when a subJeC a 



thdl are not present" (Brewer & Treyens, 1981 p.2l?). 5 

An event schema can be th 1 f 
oug 1t o as the general actions that make up 

a common event and the people who typically participate. Event schemas are 

frequently referred to as scripts. Fayol & Monteil (1988) have defined a script 

as a "cognitive structure that refers to a body of 1-. 1 d · t d t l\..110W e ge associa e o a 

sequence of events that occurs frequently in a specific order" (p.336). The 

most frequently used example of a script is the restaurant script. A person 

goes to a restaurant, orders a meal, eats the meal, and then leaves. These are 

the basic actions that make up the restaurant script. 

Nakamura, Grasser, Zimmerman & Riha (1985) provide a good 

illustration of an event schema. TI1e participants in their study were students 

who were enrolled in a laboratory course. During a 15 minute lecture, the 

lecturer performed actions that were either relevant to a lecture schema (e.g., 

writing on a blackboard), or irrelevant (e.g., taking off a watch). A surprise 

recognition memory test was administered after a period of 20 minutes. 

Results show that the participants' recognition memory were better for script

irrelevant actions than for actions which were script-relevant. That is, 

participants were significantly better at deciding whether or not a particular 

action was actually perfon~1ed or not by the lecturer for script-irrelevant 

actions. This data corresponds nicely with schema theory. The script-

1 t ti. f nned by the lecturer were a subset of the general actions re evan ac ons per o 

that make up a lecture schema. TI1ese actions were integrated into the lecture 

schema once it was instantiated. TI1e script-irrelevant actions were not 

. . h and therefore were significantly easier to mtegrated mto the lecture sc ema, ' 

identify. 

fr tl above brief review there is a large amount 
As can be gathered om 1e 



of evidence which suooorts schem th ( 
' ' a eory see Alba & Hasher. 1983. for an 

alternative interpretation of the res 1 th . . · · 
earc 1 at is used m support of schema 

theory). Lately, there has been consid . bl . . 
era e attention given to one type of 

6 

schema mentioned, the script. One reas f th f . . . 
on or e ocus on scripts 1s that their 

nature allows researchers to examine tl1e1• t t 1 rs rue ura and featural 

composition (see Shank & Abelson 1977) Thi · hi£ fr · · , • s 1s a s t om the maJonty of 

the research studies cited thus far which have e · d h l xanune ow sc 1emas 

operate to influence or bias memory without any interest in the featural 

representations that compose a schema. 

A study by Galambos (1983) was one of the first studies to investigate 

the featural representations of scripted activities. His study produced 

normative data on 30 scripts (referred to as 'activities' by Galambos) and 12 

accompanying component actions for each of the 30 scripts. For example, one 

of the 30 activities he examined was called 'starting a car'. Some of the 

accompanying actions were 'put key in ignition', 'turn key', and 'depress 

accelerator'. He found substantial agreement among participants in terms of 

how familiar they were with each of the 30 activities, how the sequence of 

events for each activity was arranged, and how distinct each activity was. 

The participants in Galambos' s study also rated the actions on a scale 

from 1 to 12 for centrality, distinctiveness, sequence, and standardness. The 

centrality and standardness dimensions will be examined more closely. 

Centrality refers to how important an action is to the activity. That is, does an 

· h b d · der to complete the activity? Standardness is the action ave to e one m or 

· · f rmed for each activity. Galambos frequency in which each action 1s per 0 

calculated the mean centrality and standardness ratings given by participants 

. . erlap somewhat but an action that 
(see table 1). The two dlffiens10ns ov ' 



Table 1 

Tiie mean ra tin s artici ants ave for each action in the activi 
car' . Ratin s were su lied based O f d. 11 our 1mensions: centrali 
distinctiveness, seguence and t d d ' s an ar ness. 

STARTING A CAR 

Acti on Seguence Centralitx Distinctiveness Standardness 
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

Unlock the Door 1.06 .25 
Mean SD 

Open the Door 
4.33 3.75 3.00 2.37 7.13 3.03 

1.94 .25 5.27 
Get into Auto 

3.63 2.00 1.16 6.75 3.89 
3.00 .00 7.40 2.61 5.19 2.54 

Adjust the Seat 
8.25 1.65 

4.13 .50 5.00 2.48 4.56 2.85 
Lock Seat-belts 

4.38 2.80 
5.37 .62 4.13 2.10 4.62 3.14 4.25 2.67 

Key in Ignition 6.44 1.03 9.53 2.53 7.94 1.12 8.75 .78 
Check the Mirrors 7.19 1.97 5.07 1.98 5.13 1.67 6.38 2.50 
Shift into Neutral 8.06 1.61 7.27 3.19 4.75 3.34 4.69 3.74 
Turn the Key 8.63 .81 10.93 1.75 3.44 2.16 8.75 .78 
Check the Traffic 10.81 .75 4.80 2.78 3.31 2.47 6.62 2.85 
Depress the accelerator 10.37 1.63 8.93 2.09 5.63 2.78 7.69 2.58 
Shift into Drive 11.00 .89 5.33 3.50 5.88 2.96 6.00 3.9 

Source: Calambos, J. A. (1983). Normative studies of six characteristics of our knowledge of 
common activi ties. Beha vior Research Methods & Instrumentation, 15(3), 327-340. 

receives a high standardness rating does not necessarily have to be a central 
action. 

Take for example, the action 'unlock the door'. It received a mean 
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rating of 4.33 for centrality and 7.13 for standardness. Even though the action 

received a high standardness rating the corresponding centrality rating was 

low. Unlocking the door is considered to be a peripheral action because it is 

not a necessary action with regard to 'operating an automobile'. However, 

even though 'unlocking the door' is not a central action with regard to 

'operating an automobile' it still can be a standard action, one that is 

completed frequently. 

11
1
e action 'lock seat-belt' received a mean rating of 4.13 for centrality 

and 4.25 for standardness. It seems reasonable for seat-belt usage to receive a 



Im,· rating on the centrality dimens· b . 
ion ecause wearmg a seat-belt, just like 

w1Jocking the door, is not a necessary c d"ti• f . 
on 1 on or startmg a car, whereas 

putting the key in the ignition and turni tl k .. 
ng 1e ey are necessary conditions 

for starting a car. Interestingly, the low mean rating obtained for the 

standardness dimension does give reas011 for co R 
1 

l h 
ncern. esearc 1 s 1ows t at 

the use of seat-belts reduce the risk of fatal inJ·ury to fr t t b on sea passengers y 

45%, and reduce the risk of moderate-to-critical injury by 50% (National 

Safety Council, 1996). Even given the safety value of seat-belts, a nation wide 

observational study done in 1994 showed that only 67 percent of drivers use 

their seat-belts (National Safety Council, 1996). 
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Given the data on the effectiveness of seat-belts in saving lives, it is 

troublesome to find that the participants in Galambos' study gave a low rating 

for seat-belt usage on the standardness dimension. Remember, standardness 

refers to the frequency in which an action is performed for a given activity. It 

would be of interest to find out if the low mean rating seat-belt usage received 

for the standardness dimension could be related to the fact that people do not 

always use their seal-belts. One way to do this is to compare a person's 

cognitive representation of the activity, the script, with his or her actual 

behavior. 

If Bartlett's definition of a schema as an organizer of past experiences 

holds true, then a relationship should exist between a person's cognitive 

· t al t belt usage When participants are representation (script) and their ac u sea - · 

. , ti an automobile', seat-belt usage asked to supply their scnpt for opera ng 

. . ts frequently use their seat-belt. However, 
should be an action if the partiapan 

. . . d t the frequency in which a person engages 
there may be some var1ab1lity ue 0 

. not a central action, it may be that 
in the behavior. Since seat-belt usage is 



there is a minimum frequency required before it become a true member of 

the operating an automobile script . 

The purpose of thi study wa t compar 

cognitive representation of behavi 

by thi s study i that at-b lt u ag h uJd 

of those peopl '" h 

belt u age hould n t b ntain 

were not b rv d w aring th ir 

that fr qu nC) r ting f r . will 

at-b It u g with th 

TI, fir t hy th i addr 

ntain in th 

non u. r. . _ at- · ht r r u n : r in r lh 

a tion 'I k t- It ' th n n n 

9 

d 

at-

n 



Participants 

CHAITER2 

METHODS 

Participants consisted of thirty-two students, (10 male, 22 female), 

10 

recruited from several of the parking lots on th f A · 
e campus o ustin Peay State 

University . The experimenter waited at the entrance of a parking lot and 

approached motor vehicles as they entered the lot. The experimenter used 

the following criteria in the selection of motor vehicles: (a) It was the first car 

the experimenter spotted entering the lot, either at the beginning of the day of 

recruitment or as soon as the experimenter concluded recruiting a prior 

motor vehicle driver, and (b) the experimenter was able to make a definitive 

judgment of the drivers seat-belt behavior. A friendly 'hello' greeting was 

read to each participant at this time, which included a verbal invitation to 

participate in the experiment. If the operator agreed to participate in the 

experiment a time and place of assessment was assigned to them. Each 

participant was given a written summary of the experiment which also 

included the date, time and place of assessment. During this process, the 

experimenter covertly observed and recorded the participant's seat-belt usage. 

Each participant was told that they would be eligible to win a $20.00 prize if 

they participated in this research study. In some cases participants obtained 

extra credit for their participation. 

Procedure 

art" cipants were asked to sign an Upon arrival at the laboratory, P 1 

tici ants were given a generation task 
informed consent statement. Next, par P 

. . . the actions they would complete for 
which required participants to generate 

. flat tire (b) washing your hair, ( c) 
four given activities: (a) changmg a ' 



11 
operating an automobile, and (d) shopping for groceries (see Appendix A) . 

The activity of interest for this experiment was 'operating an automobile'. 

The other three activities were included as filler items. The generation task 

was used as a way to assess the participants' cognitive scripts. \,Vhen they had 

finished the generation task, the participants were given a rating task. For the 

rating task participants were provided with the same activities used in the 

generation task. However, this time instead of having to generate the actions, 

they were supplied with the corresponding actions (based on normative data 

from Galambos, 1986) and were asked to rate each action based on how 

frequently they engage in the action. TI1e frequency ratings were based on a 

scale from 1 meaning 'never' to 10 meaning 'always' (see Appendix B). Each 

participant was debriefed after they finished the rating task. 



Generation Task 

CHAPTER3 

RESULTS 

Out of a total of 19 seat-belt 
users, 10 participants included eat-belt 

usage in their self generated cognif . . 
Ive scnpt \.\ hi) 9 did n t indud the 

12 

action. Out of a total of 13 seat-belt .. 
non-u e 3 parhc1pan included eat- It 

usage in their self generated cognitive aipt \,•hi') th 
U1 r 10 did n t .. 

by 2 Chi-square analysi indicated that th t nd n in lud 
t-b It u ag 

in the self generated script did not diff r 

2.8, p > .09. 

Rating Ta k 

Th average fr qu nc , f at- It u 

compdrable average for non , at-

for equality of varian h w d th vari n 

unqualf = 19.19, p - 01. i\ nthatlh 

(1, .. = ) = 

= 1. 1 ). n, 

f th tw 

f 

t u th 

randomiza tion technique ll ·ompare th ' l\n m Ml!-, i ,t c1d a I -t t (. , 

Edgington, 1973, or awilow - ~-, 1 fL ran 

Th appro irnate rand mi ti n t hn.iqu 

the obtained participant ' rating int tw 

each random!) defi.ned r up wa th n mput 

calculated the mean di.Her n f r a h 

lc1n ti n th t hniqu ). 

l ,. ran mh· . hufOin . . 

m ut r 

10,000 times and re ulted in a di tributi n 
tw n th m r-u. 

TI1e proportion of the e d.iff r nc that c"'' " .-.-.,A~d th f 

di.if in fr u ncy rating f r th 
4.094 was .001 . Tiu sugge t that th r n 

two groups was unlikely to occur by chanc · 



CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 
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The first hypothesis for this tud 
s y stated that seat-belt usage should be 

contained in the cognitive script of tho 1 se peop e observed wearing their seat-
belts. Conversely, seat-belt usage should t b . . 

no e contamed m the cognitive 

script of those people who were not observed · h · 
wearmg t e1r seat-belts. There 

was no difference found between the self generat d ·t· · e cogru 1ve scripts of users 

and non-users with regard to seat-belt usage. There seemed to be a trend 

where non-users were somewhat less likely than users to generate seat-belt 

usage. It would have been desirable to increase the number of participants to 

determine if the trend was real. Unfortw1ately, the current method of 

recruitment did not allow for this. Out of a total of 39 non-users who were 

signed up for participation only 33% (13) showed up. In contrast, out of a total 

of 37 users who were signed up 51% (19) showed up. In order to obtain a 

larger sample, more time was needed for recruitment than was available. 

This is one important point that should be taken into consideration when 

using a recruitment method similar to the one used in this study. 

It was interesting that only 50% of seat-belt users generated the action 

seat-belt usage. Upon debriefing, participants who did not generate seat-belt 

usage were asked why they did not generate the action. The typical response 

was that seat-belt usage was so automatic that when they were generating 

tl · · t ·t did t me to mind This finding is consistent with the 1e1r scnp 1 no co · 

notion that a central action ( i.e., one that is crucial to the performance of an 

· · · 1 from memory than a peripheral activity) will be more ava1lable for retneva 

. h f rmance of the activity) 
action ( i.e., one that is not cruaal to t e per 0 

. . d' . . teresting because it shows that it is 
(Galam.hos, 1983). This fm mg 1s m 



possible for someone to forget about . 1 4 
an. action which they almost always 

report doing. 111.is lends support to th 1 . 
e psyc lological validity of schema 

theory. TI1e nature of scripts giv tl · h 
, en 1e1r ypothesized structure, predicts that 

a central action (i.e., put key in ignition) uld b . 
wo e activated and likely to be 

retrieved from memory under the conditio f th 
ns O e current study. A 

peripheral action (i.e., seat-belt usage) would n t aril be . 
o necess y activated and 

so may not be as likely to be retrieved from memory. 

TI1e second hypothesis for fuis study stated that frequency ratings for 

seat-belt usage would differ between seat-belt users and non-users. Seat-belt 

users should supply a higher frequency rating for the action 'lock seat-belt' 

than non seat-belt users. It was found that seat-belt u ers frequency ra tings for 

seat-belt usage was higher than non-seat-belt users. Tho e classified as seat

belt users reported that they almost always use their seat-belt while non

users reported using seat-belts only about half of the time. 

111..is result suggests that observing a per on behaving a certain wa) one 

time could be a good predictor of how that person will b have in the future. 

In order to acllieve this conclusion hm, ever re earch would need to be done 

to find out if frequency ratings can predict actual behavior. Thi reciprocal 

relationsllip ca1mot be detemlined by the re ul t of the current tudy. 

However, if future research supported this notion then freq uency ratings 

could be substituted for actual behavioral observations. Making behavioral 

b ti. b t · consunun· g and sometimes is not even a viable o serva ons can e 1me 

option. Because of the problems with making direct behavioral observations, 

ures as substitutes for direct 
psychologists often use self-report meas 

behavioral observations. TI1e findings from the current study suggest that 

li ble self-report measures. The reliability 
frequency ratings could serve as re a 



of frequency ratings in predicting b 1 . 15 
e 1av1or could be investigated in future 

studies. Frequency ratings can provide a 1 t f .nf . 
· 

0 0 1 orrnation about behavior 
that may be missed by other self-report measures. 

It would be of great interest if futur h 
e researc could be done to replicate 

this finding with regard to other behaviors such as dating. It would be 

interesting to find out how comparable a person's d ti · t · · h h a ng scnp 1s wit ow he 

or she actually behaves on a date Behaviors such as ki · l · · ssmg, mggmg, or 

sexual advances could be investigated. It would be very beneficial to be able to 

predict who is likely to be sexually aggressive during a date. 

The generation and frequency rating tasks used in this study might also 

turn out to be very useful. In contrast to an explicit self-report measure that 

directly asks someone if he or she wears a seat-belt, the tasks could serve as 

implicit self-report measures. Take for example the following scenario: A 

person is buying auto insurance and is asked the question "do you use your 

seat-belt?" If this person thinks he or she could get a reduced rate for doing 

so, he or she may be inclined to say "yes" regardless of whether he or she 

actually uses the seat-belt. The method used in the current study asked a 

similar question but in a different context. Participants were led to believe 

that they were supplying nom1ative data on scripted behavior. There were 

other scripts added as filler items in order to distract the participants' 

attention. In this context participants would not be able to figure out that they 

. b lt beh · or It would be interesting to are being asked to report their seat- e avi · 

uld b ome aware with regard to the 
find out whether or not a person wo ec 

insurance scenario that they were being asked the question do you wear your 

f differences between the 
seat-belt. Future research could test or any 

ti nnaire style self-report measures. 
generation and rating tasks and ques 0 



The current study has prov· d d .d 16 
1 e ev1 ence that actual behavior (seat-belt 

usage) is related to the cognitive representaf f b h . . 
ion o e av1or (scnpt). It would 

be very interesting to find out if, as suggested by Sabghir (1982), a change in a 

person's schema could bring about a change in beh · It · h 
av1or. 1s t e goal of 

some therapies to change behavior by changing how a person thinks. This 

changing of how a person thinks can be thought of as a type of cognitive 

restructuring. Imagine for a moment that a person, a non seat-belt user, is 

put into a hypnotic state. Imagine also that while this person is hypnotized 

they are required to repeat over and over the following: "I always wear my 

seat-belt". Finally imagine that this person's 'operating an automobile' script 

was cognitively altered (seat-belt usage added as an action) as a result of his or 

her repeating the phrase 'I always wear my seat-belt'. Would this person, 

then be more likely to wear his or her seat-belt? Is it possible that a person's 

behavior can be changed from this type of cognitive restructuring? Future 

studies could investigate the possibility of changing behavior as a result of 

changing the representation of behavior. 

The current study has shown that schemas are representative of the 

· · · · · 1 d · t · acti·v1· ties Of course this study specif 1c actions which are mvo ve m cer am · 

· · ( t· tomobile) and one action (lock concentrated on one activity opera mg an au 

. di "d al' schema we have knowledge of seat-belt). By gaining access to an m v1 u s 

. . . . al Thi tud has expanded the usefulness the past behavior of tlus md1v1du • s s Y 

. ch a can be used as a reliable indicator 
of schema theory by showmg that a s em · 

of a person's past behavior. 
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APPENDIX A 

Please generate a list of steps that you would go thr h d . 
activities provided below. Please include all the d ~:Iig urmg each of t~e 
the activity from beginning to end. e necessary to describe 

Here is an example: 

Ex 1 _Go~ng to a M~vie. Include all the ste~s ~om checking the newspaper 
(begmrung) to leav~ng the theater after viewing movie (end). Note: The 
beginning and endmg steps you actually do may be different from the ones 
listed, please list the steps that you would go through. 

21 

First, I would ~heck Uze new~paper to see what movies are playing and where. 
J would then pick out a movie to watch . I would al o fi11d out th e time of the 
movie. I would then go to the theater about 5 minutes before the cheduled 
starting time of the movie and wait in line to buy a ticke t. After purclz.a ·i11~ 
,ny ticket I would give the usher my ticket. I wo uld then fi nd a place to it 
down . I might go and by some pop or popcorn duri11g the p1-e- iiru . . I • ould 
then watch the movie and leave after it wa over. 

1) Changing a Flat Tire. Include all the tep from etti11g t_he _bra e . 
(beginning) to putting away the jack (end). ote: Th . b guuung ~d ndi.ng 
steps you actually do may be different from the on li t d, pl a li t th t 
that you would go through. 

from getting the hampoo 
2) W_ashing Your Hair. _Inclu~e all lhe step . The be inning and ending steps 
(beginning) to blow drying hair (end). ote. li t J plea e li t the tep that 
you actually do may be different from ilie ones s e ' 
you would go through. 



3) Operating an Automobile. Include all th t 22 . ) . e s eps from o . 
(begiruung to movzng the car (end). Note· Th b . . pening the car door 
you actually do may be different form the ~ eli egmrung and ending steps 
would go through. nes sted, please list the steps you 

4) Shopping for Groceries . lnclud all th 
(beginning) to puffin~ shoppinK bnK. i11t I 1111 ( n ) . . ' t : Th 
and ending teps you actuall d ma · b di ff r nt f rm th 
list the step you would go thr ugh . 
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C
h one of the following activities, please rate the actions that y , ld For ea 

1 
. 1 . . b ou \Ai ou 

1 
ough in comp etmg t 1e activity ased on how frequently you engag· • 

go t 1.r 
1 

f 1 ,, ,, 10 ,, e 1n 
ti.on 011 a sea e rom never to always" . For example someone 

the ac . " (· ,t· . t ) . ht t· " ' "d . the dishes al: ivi y nug some lffies put on an apron" (action) and 
ol11g Th t· " ttin· " . h · 

th
er times not. e ac ion pu g on an apron mig t receive a rating 

at O 11 f 11 · ti" · 1 of 
5 

from this per~on. 1e o. owing ac ons nug 1t co~~spond t? the actions 
t u had previously provided or there may be additional actions provided 

tha Y:ch you did not generate in the first part, but now recognize as an 
for_w that you do indeed go through in completing the given activity . Please 
action l · tl t . d d b l ·d a rating for all t 1e actions 1a are provi e e °'",. 
prov1 e 

1. washing Your Hair 

Get the Shampoo 
Turn on ,Nater 
Wet your Head 
Apply the Shampoo 
Work up Lather 
Rinse with \Vater 
Apply Creme Rinse 
Get a Dryer 
Turn off Water 
Blot up Water 
Turn on Dryer 

---

2. Operating an Automobile 

Unlock the Door -
Open the Door -
Get into Auto -
Adjust the Seat -
Lock Seat-belts -
Key in Ignition -
Check the :tvlirrors -
Shift into Neutral -
Turn the Key -
Check the Traffic -
Depress Accelerator -
Shift into Drive -



3. Shopping for Groceries 

;\lake a List 
Enter the Store 
Get a Cart 
Go to the Shelve 
Reach for Items 
Check the Price 
Load the Cart 
Go to the heckou t 
Pick hart t Line 
L nJoad the art 
Pa r fo r It m. 
Pie~ up Bag 

han in flat tir 

· out Ja · 
' out . p,1r 

l10,1t1nn th · Jae 
I ,1 l ' ufl I lub ·,1p 
R.1 1,l' tlw .u 

n, ·re\\ thl· I u "' 
Rl·mnw H,1J l 1r ' 
l'ut l)!) . pMl' 

. rew ) 11 I u l.., 
I ~' t (M 1 )l)\\"11 

11 t ,1, ,·,1\· Jae 

24 
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